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NEWSLETTER – June 2013

So June has just passed so I am up to date in publishing this newsletter that covers what has
happened in June and what is about to happen in July. Happy with that? June has been a busy
month and July is going to be just as busy. We have had 2 outside visits in June and we have 3
events planned for July, first our exhibition layouts at Greenstone Mall this coming weekend, a visit to
see the fine continental based layout of Wynand Coetzer in Vereeniging the following weekend and
our swap meet at the end of the month. I hope that is enough for now so August should be a bit
quieter, or will it be. Read on.

Layout Visits Report Back

Sentra Rand Hump Back Marshalling yard

Thanks to Shane Brinkley and all his efforts we finally had the chance to visit this large Transnet
installation. Eight members finally made it (where were the rest of you?) and we were first taken to the
Centralised Traffic Control (CTC) control room which was very impressive. I never knew that this was
located at Sentra Rand so it was a nice surprise. All tracks leading into Sentra Rand and others
surrounding it, 6 areas in all are monitored and controlled by this facility. The limits of these areas are
Pyramid South which is actually North of Pretoria, Fuel Bridge, Ogies, Welgedacht, Kaalfontein and
the Sentra Rand ‘Ring Track’. So there are six operators who each have 2 wide screen monitors on
which all tracks, signals, train locations etc are shown. So the operator knows from his work schedule
which trains are going where so he can set the track and route the train safely through his section.

We were also taken to the relay room where the interface between the track circuits, point motors and
signals etc are terminated and connected through to the main computer system of the various
controllers in the CTC. Most use fibre optic technology not copper so it is a fairly modern and secure
installation.

The Hump is under the shed, 2 humps that can feed trucks into any one of 48 tracks.
Photos by Kobus Pelser and Colin TT

Then onto the Main Tower which controls the Main Hump Yard where we had free roaming to see the operators
at their computerised control stations. Unfortunately the hump shunting facility was being repaired so no trains
were being sorted. This yard was designed to handle 100 trains a day but with the loss of traffic to the roads,
bulk loads and containerisation there is now little general freight. Despite this situation some trains are still sorted
but done manually at the other end of the yard where 2 trains were being arranged. This control room, in the
Secondary Tower, was still using the original Mimic desks with manually operated switches and pilot lights. It will
be upgraded in the near future.



So a very interesting visit to see the real thing, many thanks to Shane and his colleagues for a great visit. Pity
only 8 members took this opportunity to see a major Transnet installation.

A wide view of the yard from Tower 1. The hump is out of view on the left.
Photo by Niel Wilson, he has fancy software that stitches photos together

This is the view from Tower 2 where 2 trains were being sorted by the diesel shunters. Photo by Niel Wilson

The 4
th

site to be visited was the workshops where the electronic transducers, known as Telemeters in South
Africa and End Of Train Devices in the USA, used on the trains are repaired and tested. This is Shane’s territory,
he repairs the printed circuit boards so he is well qualified to describe the function of these transducers. They
monitor the pressure in the brake lines at the end of the train and transmits the value back to the driver. If the
pressure drops below 400KPa an alarm is raised making the train driver aware that he is to take appropriated
action (This usually indicates that a brake pipe has become disconnected or there is a compressor fault).
However, when the driver brakes the train, there is a pressure drop so he ignores the alarm and when the
pressure returns the alarm will reset. Also a GPS unit is incorporated into the newer versions that calculates the
length of the train. If this gets longer than it should be, i.e. the train has broken then another alarm is raised and
again the appropriate action needs to be taken. The new versions also include red LED flashers to indicate the
rear of the train.
The new versions are also fitted with an emergency release valve incorporated into the rear unit, which the train
driver can activate from the master unit in the driver’s cab. This helps drop the brake pressure quicker in an
emergency situation should the train need to make an emergency stop allowing the brakes to be activated
quicker throughout the train length.



An aerial view of the yard, taken a few years ago, photo courtesy of Johan Leeflang of Exposure 2000

Layout Visit to admire that of Jim McLuskie, Sunday 30
th

June

Thirteen of us were privelidged to see Jims fine and completed model railway. It is well built, works well and is
very well scenicked and detailed. Following a short description and history of the conception and construction
Jim ran a variety of Great Western passenger and local freight trains, all under DCC and fitted with sound
decoders. The best way to describe this fine layout so here are a few photographs.

Early next year Jim is moving home to a smaller property so his fine model railway has to be moved.
Unfortunately his new home will not be able to accommodate the layout so it must go. As it is a top grade model
we must find a new home for it so is anyone able and willing to take it over, whether a modellers residence, a
museum, Railway Station or club? Any ideas, any volunteers?

Following this demonstartion many took photographs and asked many questions. The detail on this layout is
amazing and sets a bench mark that we strive to achieve. Then out onto the veranda overlooking an “English”
garden were we were provided with a mug of excellent hot soup and ham and salad rolls which were delicious.
As Jim is downscaling his model railway he had a display of surplus model trains and structures for sale.

In summary a great day out to admire probably the best English Model Railway in South Africa. Many thanks to
Jim and his good lady Jane



Photos by Glyn Chamberlain and Colin Tremaine

Progress Report on the Exhibition layouts

Both are being worked on in the background by John De Villiers and the Chamberlain brothers at their
homes. Two photos of the 00/H0 layout below show the one balloon module being modelled by
Johan. We will soon start scenicing the remaining modules so any volunteers please contact me and
we will have some fun with paint, wood, scatter material, bridge builing backscene painting etc.

Photos by Johan de Villiers

Attendance at the club layouts

I have come to the conclusion that the present arrangement suits most people but attendance is usually low.
When I have the Ops Session design completed then we will see who comes to have a couple of hours fun once
or even twice a month. The current state is my extra module is coming on, I have timed all necessary train
movements and the train scheduling diagram is coming on. My plan is to hold first trials in August.



Forthcoming Events

 Greenstone Mall Expo on the weekend of 6
th

and 7
th

July. We will be taking both of our exhibition
layouts to the Hobbies and Models Expo being arranged by Caves Toys and Hobbies shop on the Mall.
Our team will be transporting to the mall on the Friday 5

th
and putting them together ready for the

Saturdays operation. Some members will be manning the layouts with their own DCC trains. Same on
the Sunday with closure at about 3 pm. Then dismantling and transporting back to Benoni.

 Layout Visit to see that of Wynand Coetzer in Vereeniging, Sunday 14
th

July. This layout is based on
the Fleischmann Museum layout in Nurnberg Transport Museum to the exact sizes of the museum
layout!! Hence it is a European environment with continental trains. He also has the largest SAR HO
Scale collection in SA. He scratch-builds most of his structures as well as HO scale cars and workshop
equipment. So a new adventure for us to see another professional layout. Do not miss this one!

 Swap meet at Checkers Mall Saturday 27
th

July. This is a major event at our premises and is being
held for the benefit of all railway modellers in Gauteng and some will come from further afield. As I write
this we have 9 traders confirmed coming to sell their new and pre owned model trains, scenicking
materials, trees, buildings, structures, books and videos etc. I have arranged with the centre
management that we can have the use of the 2 vacant shops opposite the call centre, between the
Standard Bank ATM and what used to be a hairdresser. There will also be a coffee and hot dog stall.
We will need members assistance to operate our layouts, that is the

The main DCC layout with digital sound locos please,
The Analogue DC layout,
Stans N gauge
The N gauge Exhibition layout
The N gauge round the wall run and maybe
The H0/00 exhibition layout

So minimum of 6 operators with your trains for running between 9 am and 12 noon. Visitors to the swap
meet will be coming to see them in operation and may ask to run a train that they have just purchased.

Please ensure that the trains that you bring are in working order, reliable and will give a good
demonstration. We do not want erratic unreliable trains that cause problems.

Will those who are prepared to come and run their trains please let me know by e mail asap so that if
necessary I can draw up a roster.

EVENTS Calendar

So the three dates above must be diarised and attended. August is a bit quieter, any volunteers to host a slide
/video show? Paul Jackson has travelled recently to China and West Africa and offers to share his experiences,
and others have videos of real trains and models to share. An evening event with drinks and snacks sounds
good.

Items for Sale

Now and then members have items for sale so if you want them to be mentioned in this Newsletter let me know,
give me the details and I will include them here. The upcoming swap meet is an ideal opportunity to display to
many potential buyers. EMRIG will have a table for our members use.

Cheers for now and Happy Modelling,

Colin TT 082 828 0665 / cttremaine@mweb.co.za


